Look and complete the words. Use the letters in the box.

Example: ju__ice__

1 cir_______
2 mi_______
3 f_______
4 pri_______
5 pen_______
6 r_______
2 Complete the sentences with words from Activity 1.

Example: Yesterday, we had ____rice____ and fish for dinner.

1 Today the cat caught three ________.

2 The son of the king is called a ________.

3 When I draw I always use a ________. I don’t use a pen.

4 He has got big bushy eyebrows on his ________.

5 The sun looks like a small ________ in the sky.

6 I like to drink orange ________ with my breakfast.

3 Find the words that rhyme. Write the words in pairs.

Example: ____leap____ - ____deep____

| sky | true |
| cake | make |
| leap | attack |
| flow | knife |
| blue | slow |
| black | fly |

1 ________ - ________

2 ________ - ________

3 ________ - ________

4 ________ - ________

5 ________ - ________

6 ________ - ________

4 Write words that rhyme.

Example: bread - ____head____

1 cook - ________  3 reach - ________

2 bull - ________  4 claw - ________
5 Complete the poem. Use pairs of rhyming words from Activity 3.

Thousands of fish
Yes it's ___true___!
Beautiful colours of
Red, green and ___blue___.

Some are slow and
Some can (1)_______!
But most fish
Never see the (2)_______.

Not all are pretty,
Some are (3)_______
And enormous sharks
Can quickly (4)_______!

The reef is beautiful
With all its (5)_______
But coral can cut
Just like a (6)_______!